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Reconstruction: The Idea
�(x, y) = x(t) = sin t = �1
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) (x(t), y(t)) = (sin t, cos t)
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Stable Limit Cycle

(Asymptotically)
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Reconstruction: Embedding Dimension

(Takens, 1981)

(Sauer, Yorke & Casdagli, 1991) Slide: 03/11

m > 2Db

Sufficient
Condition



Reconstruction: Time Delay
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C⌧ ⌘ h(�1(t)� h�1i)(�1(t� ⌧)� h�1i)i

Prescription for choosing delay: 
look for either first zero of linear auto-correlation,

first minimum of the average mutual information,
or,

(Fraser & Swinney, 1986)

I⌧ ⌘
X

�1(t),�1(t�⌧)

P (�1(t),�1(t� ⌧)) log2[
P (�1(t),�1(t� ⌧))

P (�1(t))P (�1(t� ⌧))
]



Reconstruction: Rössler Attractor
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ẋ = �y � z,

ẏ = x+ ay,

ż = b+ z(x� c)

DKY ⇡ 2.01

Dc ⇡ 1.99



Reconstruction: AFNN (Cao, 1997)
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E

⇤(d) ⌘
PN�d⌧

i=1 |xi+d⌧ � xn(i,d)+d⌧ |
N � d⌧

; E2(d) ⌘ E

⇤(d+ 1)

E

⇤(d)

E(d) ⌘

PN�d⌧
i=1

kyi(d+1)�yn(i,d)(d+1)k
kyi(d)�yn(i,d)(d)k

N � d⌧
; E1(d) ⌘ E(d+ 1)

E(d)

x = (x1, x2, · · · , xN ); yi = (xi, xi+⌧ , · · · , xi+(d�1)⌧ )
Scalar time-series and delay-reconstructed vector:

Average magnifications in NN-distance and their ratios:

Average increases in NN-distance and their ratios:

m = 4 ⇧ 2Db



Reversal Time Series
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* C(t) ⇠ 22H�1 � 1

Time Series 
is

Anti-Persistent



Reversal Time Series: AFNN
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Ra = 108



Reversal Time Series: AFNN
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We can classify ‘random’ reversals in two classes:
(i) low-dimensional reversals, &
(ii) stochastic reversals.

Ra ⇠ 103



Seeking Low Dimensionality
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n

ẋ = µx� zy,

ẏ = �⌫x+ zx,

ż = �� z + xy.

(Gissinger et al., 2010)
tn

slop
e=0

.5

y(t)

n



Conclusions
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...Thanks for your presence and patience!

There are two kinds of random reversals.

Models should be constructed with Ra of 
convection in mind.

Need to be careful with conclusions drawn 
from attractor reconstruction method.


